
INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR CHOICE FILLING / LOCKING 

Please read the following instructions before going for Choice Filling/ Locking. 

 

**Candidates those who are having a valid rank in Merit list can fill / lock choices. 

** Choices if only filled, but not locked can not be taken in to consideration for allotment. 

Different steps of Choice filling / Locking 

Step-1 :- Log in to Server by entering User ID and Password of PGMCC-Odisha website 

 

 
 

Step-2 :- Check Basic Information details as mentioned against your credentials 

 

 
 



Step-3 :- Click to see available choices and match with the seat matrix, if any discrepancies found, bring  

  it to the notice of convener immediately.                 

.  

Step-4 :- Then click Filling Choices. In left side you can see all available choices meant for your Category.  

  You can find Institute name, subject name, category of seat, total no of seats available in that  

  category and after that a (+) symbol under the heading Add. Here you can click on the  

  (heading) Institute name or Subject name to sort the availability as per alphabetically. As  

  per your preferences of Subjects or Institutes, you can click on the (+) symbol under the  

  heading Add and like this go on adding as maximum number of choices you can give. When  

  you select choices (+) / Add , you can see the choice gets removed from left panel of available  

  choices to the right panel under submitted choices. And for each addition, you can see left  

  hand available choices gets reduced by one in each addition and the right side submitted  

  choices  gets added with one each.         

. 



 

Step-5 :- If wrongly you have added choices (submitted) in right side and you want to change the  

  sequence of preferences of submitted choices, you can take the help of Move upward arrow 

  or Move downward arrow to change its preferences. As the allotment will be done as per the  

  Choice serial No (choice preferences) as per availability of seats as per your ranks. So be 

  meticulous while submitting choices.      

. 

 

Step-6 :- After the filling of choices are complete and verification of your Choice nos, as desired / opted  

  of your preferences, Save it and click the link Choice Filling Preview. If you find all choices are  

  in order, then Save it and Lock the Choices submitted. Before locking the choices, you will be  

  asked to enter an OTP sent in your registered mobile number. After entering the OTP, your  

  choices will be locked. Once the choices are Locked, in no way it can be modified. So, think 

  and cross check before choices are locked.   

. 

 



Step-7 :- After the choices are locked, you can take a print out of your locked choices for your reference 

 

 

Step-8 :- After the print out of your locked choices is over, click Logout to exit from the system. 

 

N.B:-  All choice filling and Locking Process are system driven. Every year it is found that, very few / rare 

cases, students used to be mischievous and raise fake complaints as follows, which can never be 

entertained and are as under. 

(a)  Somebody locked choices without knowledge of the candidate…. Fake and mischievous.   

(b) Preference / Choice serial nos are automatically changed while taking print outs -- Fake and  

 mischievous 

(c)  OTP not coming while locking – May be Mobile Network problem, try after some time 

(d) Wrongly locked choices, want to change—Not Possible as per guidelines. 

(e) Password not working – Pls chk your Mobile, SMS has been sent during application. If still facing  

 problem, then email- dmethelpline@gmail.com, Subject – Password for PG Choice Filling. 

   

** As per the Schedule, you can Login to the System in same manner to download the Provisional 

Allotment-Cum-Admission letter. 

** Incase of any emergency or glitch if found, whatsapp -9776640400 
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